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A3+ Printers
WHY BUY AN A3+
PRINTER?
By Margaret Brown

lthough professional photographers
and serious photo enthusiasts
consider a large-format printer an
essential part of their kit, there are many
excellent reasons for all photographers to
purchase an A3+ printer. There’s nothing to
equal the pleasure of creating large prints of
your favourite photos that can be displayed
on the walls of your home or ofﬁce.
With the latest high-quality A3+ inkjet
printers, you can produce better prints than
you could obtain from traditional printing
processes – and they will usually keep their
colours longer.
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1. Saving Money
Once you’ve become accustomed to printing your own
digital photos you’ll ﬁnd it’s much cheaper to produce
your own poster-sized prints at home. While snapshotsized prints can often be had for as little as 15-20
cents, prints larger than A3 size can cost between $23
and $70. It won’t take long to recoup your investment
if you make a couple of poster prints each week. Even
at A4 size, you can still save money by printing at
home. If you’re keen to print your own photo books,
the do-it-yourself option costs a fraction of the price
you would pay to a photolab or online printing service.

It’s very satisfying to be able to produce your own poster prints to display on the walls of your home and ofﬁce.

2. It’s Your Creation

3. Your Prints Look Better

4. You can do More

Printing at home gives you complete control over the
printing process. You can decide how the pictures and
text will be laid out and which type of paper to print
on. This is genuinely valuable for scrapbookers as it
allows them to give full rein to their creativity.

It’s impossible to verify how colours and tones should
be rendered if you weren’t there when the photo was
taken. This is particularly relevant if you patronise
a high-volume printing retailer who relies on the
automated settings in his/her printers to produce an
‘average’ colour and tonal rendition on the basis of the
information they detect. Often the ‘average’ result is
acceptable; but it can never match a custom-made
print produced by the photographer who took the shot.

A3+ printers have other uses apart from simply
printing photographs. They’re great for printing special
school and university projects, economical for shortrun newsletters and handy for printing the occasional
spreadsheet, poster or banner. Many models add
useful capabilities, such as the ability to print on CDs
and DVDs, t-shirt transfers and other ‘gift’ items.
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Many inkjet printers can print
labels on CDs and DVDs.
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Inkjet Printing Costs

It’s common knowledge that manufacturers of inkjet printers make most of their
proﬁts by selling inks and papers. However, in comparison with many other
products, the cost of the technology in printers is remarkably low so buyers are
getting a high level of features and performance for their dollars.
The ink cartridges for most consumer-level printers are small, partly because
they’re held in the print head, which has a limited carrying capacity and partly
to keep their prices down for home users who don’t do very much printing.
Interestingly, because the ink delivery mechanism must be replicated in each
cartridge, this pushes up the overall cost.
To address this problem, Epson’s latest consumer printers will provide four
cartridge capacities: Economy, Standard, High Capacity and Extra High capacity.
This lets purchasers choose the best capacity for their own requirements and will
be a long-term money-saver for many home printers.
Higher-capacity ink cartridges require a larger and more robust print head.
This pushes the cost to manufacture the printer up. When deciding on an A3+
printer, consider whether it’s worth paying more for a more robust printer with
larger cartridges or should you settle for a cheaper, lighter printer which requires
more frequent cartridge replacement?

The low ink reminder for a typical consumer-level A3+printer. A pop-up screen
like this serves as an indication that certain inks are low but doesn’t indicate the
cartridges should be changed immediately.
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If you’re printing more than 10 large prints per week, the printer with larger
cartridges could be a better choice. However, if your output volume is lower –
and if there are weeks when you don’t make any prints – a cheaper printer with
smaller cartridges would probably be more economical to run.
You can also make the best use of each cartridge by paying attention to the
warnings posted by the printer. Most printers will indicate when ink levels begin
running low – often when there is 20% or more of the ink remaining. So it’s wise
to continue to print until the printer indicates the cartridge can no longer be used.
The amount of remaining ink will vary, depending on the number of cleaning
cycles the printer has been through, the types of prints made, the number of
times the printer has been switched on or off and how long it is left on and not
operating. By controlling these factors you can maximise ink yields.
1. Don’t run cleaning cycles unless your prints are showing signs of a blocked
nozzle (missing dots or lines).
2. Think carefully about print resolution and set the appropriate resolution for
the output size and application. Documents can usually be printed at lower
resolution than photographs. Photo prints at A4-size and smaller should be
printed at 300 dpi (dots/inch) resolution, while larger prints can be printed at
lower resolutions (250 dpi or 200 dpi for A3 size or 150 dpi for larger sizes).
Large prints are viewed from greater distances so the amount of detail required
is less.
3. Don’t assume the highest quality setting is the only one to use for photo prints.
You may ﬁnd there is very little difference in photo prints made with the top
quality setting and the next one down, yet the amount of ink used with the top
setting will usually be substantially higher.
4. Don’t leave your printer on when you’re not using it. Most printers will
automatically run periodic head cleans while they are switched on.
5. Always turn off the printer from the front control panel before turning off the
wall switch. This positions the print head in a protected position that reduces
the chance of the nozzles drying out.
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Although ofﬁce printers can be used for photo printing, they don’t have enough
inks to cover the full colour and tonal range of a typical digital photo.

Buying any inkjet printer requires careful consideration
plus the ability to locate the key features in the product
speciﬁcations list. For printer buyers, the main factors
to consider are the printer’s resolution, droplet sizes
and printing speeds.
Resolution dictates the printer’s maximum output
size. All A3+ printers offer output resolutions between
4800 x 1200 and 5760 x 1440 dots/inch (dpi),
which should be adequate for the largest prints they
can produce.
However, the optimal output size for each digital
image depends on the number of pixels available in
the ﬁle – as well as the desired viewing distance. The
table at the bottom of this column shows the minimum
image ﬁle sizes for different output sizes at a printing
resolution of 240 pixels/inch.
Although dye ink printers can produce smaller ink
droplets, from a practical viewpoint, there’s not much
difference in resolution between the one-picolitre
dots produced by the best dye printers and the
three-picolitre dots from pigment printer heads. The
accuracy of droplet placement, print head performance
and internal colour control will have more bearing on
the printer’s output quality.
Desktop A3+ printers have been designed for
high-quality output so most models are slow when
compared with ofﬁce printers. The fastest models
are hard-pressed to produce an A3 print at standard
quality in less than two minutes and slower models
can take as long as 17 minutes with the highest
quality setting.
If you want prints in a hurry it can be worth testing
the printer to see if there’s a noticeable difference
between the standard and high quality settings.
Sometimes (and with some image ﬁles) the difference
is barely noticeable – but you may save a fair bit of ink
by printing with the standard quality setting.
Dye vs Pigment Ink: One critical choice printer
buyers must make involves choosing between dye and
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Dye

Pigment

Lightfastness

Good

Best

Ozone resistance

Good

Best

Appearance on glossy paper

Best

Good

Appearance on matte paper

Mediocre

Best

Resistance to bronzing

Slightly better Good

Scratch resistance

Good

Colour gamut

Slightly better Good

Performance on ‘ﬁne art’

Mediocre

Poor

Best

pigment inks. Dye inks are made from coloured liquids
dissolved in a carrier ﬂuid, while pigment inks contain
millions of tiny solid particles of pigment suspended in
a liquid carrier medium.
Because they are entirely liquid, dye inks can
be forced through smaller nozzles than pigments.
Individual dots can, therefore, be smaller, which
means higher resolution is theoretically possible.
However, with modern printers, in practice, both types
can deliver very detailed prints.
Essentially, the decision between dye and pigment
inks comes down to the types of paper you prefer
printing on: glossy or matte. By their nature, dye inks
work better with glossy papers, while pigment inks
are better on matte surfaces. Additional differences
between dye and pigment inks are set out in the
table above. Note that the individual colour particles
in Epson’s pigment inks are resin coated this leaves
a resin coating on the paper surface when the ink is
laid down. This gives these inks the highest scratch
resistance on the current market.
How Many Ink Cartridges? The more inks a printer
uses the greater the range of colours and tones it can
reproduce. Although printers that use the standard

Output size

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (inches)

Min. resolution

A4

210 x 297 mm

8¼ x 11¾ inches

1980 x 2820 pixels

A3

297 x 420 mm

11¾ x 16½ inches

2820 x 3960 pixels

A3+

329 x 483 mm

13 x 19 inches

3120 x 4560 pixels

A2

420 x 594 mm

16½ x 23 inches

3960 x 5610 pixels
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CMYK set of four ink colours (cyan, magenta, yellow
and black) can print all the colours in a photo, they
can’t reproduce subtle hue and tonal nuances. Nor can
they produce perfect black-and-white prints.
Six-colour inkjet printers, which add light cyan
and light magenta inks, were the ﬁrst step towards
matching the quality of traditional photo prints.
However, although they deliver excellent results when
printing coloured photos, they still can’t produce
perfect black-and-white prints.
To achieve this objective, the printer requires
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Printing high-quality black-and-white pictures
requires at least eight inks with three levels of black
ink (black, light grey and very light grey).
additional black inks and this involves the addition
of two levels of grey ink to the standard black ink. In
some printers, different black inks are required for
printing on glossy and matte papers as well.
Subsequent additions of coloured inks have
mainly involved ﬁne-tuning of colour palettes. Red,
blue and green inks have been added to some dye
ink sets to increase the brilliance of these colours in
prints of landscape and product shots. Orange has
been added to improve the accuracy of skin tones.
Manufacturers will continue to ﬁne-tune ink colours
in a quest for even better colour accuracy and tonal
subtlety.
Most ink cartridges for photo printers are sold

individually because this allows users to replace
colours as they are depleted, thereby minimising ink
wastage. Cartridges containing several colours (usually
CMY) or several tones of black are available for some
printers, although normally only models designed for
general ofﬁce use.
How Useful is Direct Printing?
Direct printing systems are common on consumer
printers and may also be found on some enthusiast
printers. They operate through card slots and/or a
PictBridge interface that allows a digital camera to be
connected without requiring special drivers. Bluetooth
or IrDA (infrared) wireless technology that can transmit
image ﬁles to the printer may also be offered in some
printers. (These systems are seldom supported in
professional printers.)
Unfortunately, direct printing systems can’t provide
full control over critical image parameters like
brightness, contrast, colour balance and dynamic
range. Their main advantage is convenience, so they’re
useful for point-and-shoot photographers who are not
interested in editing their digital pictures.

Many A3+ printers support direct printing via the
PictBridge interface, which allows a digital camera to
be connected directly to the printer.

BUYING TIP: Choose the Technology

All inkjet printers work by placing
tiny droplets of ink on the surface
of the printing paper. Two different
print head technologies are used
for ink deposition: thermal and
piezo-electric, the former being
more common.
In a thermal printer, each tiny
ink nozzle is heated to force out
a microscopic bubble of ink. As
nozzle cools, the bubble collapses
leaving a dot on the paper. The
vacuum created in the nozzle
sucks ink in from the cartridge to
replace the ink that was deposited.
The beauty of this system is that
This diagram shows how varying droplet sizes can improve printing
very tiny dots can be deposited,
efﬁciency. (Source: Epson.)
allowing extremely ﬁne detail to be
reproduced.
normally uniform in size. In contrast, piezo-electric
Piezo-electric technology, which is unique to
printers can vary droplet sizes on-the-run, which
Epson, uses a special type of crystal in the print
makes them more efﬁcient. They can produce larger
head, which ﬂexes when an electric current is
ink droplets when printing areas with little or no
applied. This changes the shape of the ink nozzle
detail (such as skies) and very small droplets for
and forces a tiny drop of ink out without requiring
detailed parts of the image.
heat. The beauty of this system lies in the high
Each technology also has speciﬁc ink requirements.
degree of control it provides over droplet sizes.
Inks for thermal inkjet printers must be able to
The dots produced by thermal printers are
withstand repeated heating and
cooling. Consequently, many
manufacturers offer user-replaceable
print heads so consumers can
replace heads that have been
damaged through constant use.
In piezo-electric print heads, the
ink is extruded through the nozzles
at normal room temperature. If
the ink is not viscous enough it
will leak out through the nozzles,
whereas inks that are slightly
too viscous will clog print heads.
Because the print heads aren’t
heated and cooled, they seldom
The diagrams above show the structural and functional differences
need replacing.
between piezo-electric and thermal print heads. (Source: Epson.)
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One of the real beneﬁts of making your own poster
prints is that you can choose from a huge range of
different paper types – or even print on fabric surfaces
like canvas. Although some photolabs and printing
service providers have begun to offer canvas printing,
very few provide even a fraction of the paper varieties
available to home-based printers.
While all inkjet inks can be used with a wide range
of papers, some work better with particular types than
others. In general, dye inks are more suitable for glossy
and semi-gloss papers, while pigment inks are more
compatible with matte papers.
For prints that will be framed behind glass, it doesn’t
really matter which type of ink/paper combination you
choose because the glass will largely eliminate any
differences that show up when you look at unframed
prints. However, prints made with pigment inks will
have greater lightfastness as a rule.
Currently three main paper types are used for photo
inkjet printing. They’re largely deﬁned by their surface
coatings: swellable, porous (or microporous) and
cotton rag.
Swellable papers should only be used with
dye-based inks. Swellable paper has a coating that
expands when it comes in contact with ink, allowing
the inks to penetrate the top layers.

Porous papers are often referred to as ‘instant
dry paper’. They are coated with microscopic inert
particles that create cavities in the surface into which
ink is deposited. These cavities prevent the ink from
spreading and give prints a dry-to-the-touch feel.
These are the preferred papers for pigment-based inks.

Microporous coating

Paper base

Anti-curl/anti-static coating
The tiny cavities in the surface of porous papers
trap the pigment particles and protect them against
surface abrasion.

Protective coating
Ink droplet ﬁxing layer
Absorption layer

Paper base

Anti-curl/anti-static coating
The diagram above shows the structure of a typical
swellable paper and why these papers are ideal for
dye inks. ‘Fixing’ the ink colours beneath a protective
coating layer reduces their exposure to atmospheric
pollutants that can cause the colours to fade.
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Cotton rag papers are generally used for ‘ﬁne art’
printing because they provide excellent image quality
and the longest overall print life on the market. They
are best suited to pigment-based inks.
Fine art papers are usually heavier in quality and
may provide interesting surface textures or other
characteristics that enhance the look and feel of photo
prints. They’re more expensive than regular papers
because they are made to higher quality standards.
Most are acid- and lignin-free, which means they also
offer greater longevity.
When selecting ﬁne art papers for printing, check
ﬁrst that your printer can handle the thickness of the
paper. Then make sure you match the paper’s surface
to the type of photograph you plan to print. Some
images – for example, portraits – look best on soft,
Photo Review
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Fine art papers provide a wide range of attractive
surface textures. They are also thicker and longerlasting than regular paper, which gives prints a
‘quality’ look and feel.

textured papers with a slightly warm tone. Others, like
landscapes, buildings and product photographs, look
best on glossy media.
Pay strict attention to all handling instructions
provided with ﬁne art media. The surfaces of some
media are fragile and may be damaged if they come
into contact with potentially abrasive surfaces. This is
particularly true for prints made with pigment inks.

Many printers come
with software that
enables users to create
labels for printable CDs
and DVDs.

OTHER MEDIA
As well as printing on paper, many inkjet printers can
print on a variety of special media, including overhead
transparency ﬁlm, stickers, coated CDs and DVDs and
transfer paper. The latter is used for putting images on
fabric items like T-shirts, placemats and canvas bags.
All these media can be printed with the normal inks.

Why Buy Genuine Inks?

Inkjet printers are precision machines with highly
speciﬁc requirements. Printers designed for dyebased inks can’t work with pigment inks – and
vice versa. If you use an unsuitable ink, you risk
damaging your printer – permanently.
Buying the manufacturer’s inks is the only way to
ensure you will be using an ink that exactly meets
the requirements of your printer. Although there
may be cheaper inks on sale in supermarkets and
department stores that claim to be compatible with
certain printers, using them for photo printing is
risky for the following reasons:
1. You can’t guarantee how well they will perform

and there’s no evidence they were produced with
adequate quality control or even whether they are
actually suitable for your printer.
2. Cheap ink cartridges are often poorlymanufactured. If ink leaks from a cartridge, it can
be scattered about inside the printer and damage
its electronics and mechanical components.
3. Many cheap inks are very acidic and can etch the
nozzles in the print head. This can block nozzles
and affect the distribution of different ink colours.
4. If you combine different ink types and
formulations by buying from different
manufacturers, the chemicals in the inks may
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react and coagulate. This will clog and damage
print heads and cause internal damage to the
printer.
5. Different coloured inks may not combine
reliably, resulting in off-colour prints. In addition,
there’s no guarantee third-party inks will deliver
repeatable colour accuracy from print-to-print,
regardless of how long it was since the original
print was produced.
Consequently, the only way to guarantee the
best-looking, longest-lasting and most colour
accurate prints is to stick with the inks made by
the manufacturer of your printer.
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The drivers in
professional-quality
printers provide more
information plus
additional adjustments.

Bundled software varies with different manufacturers
but all printers should be compatible with all image
editors. If you’re printing through an image editor, you
may not need some of the bundled applications. Check
to ensure there’s a way to avoid loading them when
you set up the printer – or a way to prevent unwanted
applications from interfering in your normal workﬂow.
One application every photographer requires is the
printer driver, which acts as an intermediary between the
printer’s hardware and your computer. It also provides
a range of paper size and paper type options to make it
easier to ensure the image will be printed correctly. Most
drivers include print preview facilities so you can check
the image is correctly positioned on the paper.

USING ROLL PAPER

The second page of the driver usually contains the
page layout settings.

The main page of a typical printer driver.
The drivers in professional-quality printers provide
more information plus additional adjustments.
Each printer manufacturer has its own characteristic
style for presenting the adjustable settings to users.
In most cases, there are three sections. The Main
page covers output quality settings, paper (or media)
parameter settings (size, type, orientation and source)
and any editing adjustments or enhancements the
driver provides. The second page usually carries
page layout settings. The ﬁnal page usually covers
maintenance items like head cleaning, nozzle checking
and print head alignment.
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Maintenance settings are normally found on the third
page of the printer driver.
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Although the majority of printers can only print onto
cut sheets of paper, a few A3+ printers support
printing on long rolls of paper and have special
paper-feeding facilities to accommodate this feature.
Roll paper is ideal for printing panoramic images as it
eliminates the size restrictions imposed by cut paper
sheets.
With roll paper, the main restriction is imposed by
the width of the printer’s feed chute. Thus, the 330
mm wide feed chute on an A3+ printer restricts one
dimension of the print to 330 mm. However, the other
dimension is virtually unrestricted, allowing you to
print a panoramic image that is, say, 330 mm high
and more than a metre long.
Interestingly, you can also use roll paper with
printers that lack feeder support – provided you don’t
exceed the limitations imposed by the printer driver.
You must cut the paper to size beforehand and feed it
in very carefully, using the feed-in system designed for
printing on ‘ﬁne art’ papers. The paper size must be
pre-set in the printer driver.
If the printer driver supports a Custom or User
Deﬁned size in the Paper Settings dialog box in the
driver, clicking on this button takes you to another
dialog box where you can enter the new paper size.
The dialog box usually deﬁnes the maximum and
minimum areas that can be printed so, as long as you
stick within them, you can print with any dimensions
you wish.

The main areas in the driver for setting a user deﬁned page size are circled in red in the above screen grab.

Monochrome Printing

While most people only print in monochrome when they copy old photographs,
some colour images actually look better printed in monochrome – either black-andwhite (B&W) or sepia. Many photo enthusiasts also like to produce B&W prints for
competitions, exhibitions or inclusion in portfolios and books. Most of the latest digital
cameras include a monochrome mode, sometimes with colour variations that may
include sepia, cyanotype and colour tints.
While all inkjet printers should be able to reproduce these colours, when it comes to
making top-quality B&W prints, the majority are less capable. The problem lies with
the printer’s ink set; unless it contains three levels of black, all B&W prints will contain
visible colour casts. So, if you wish to make B&W prints that are colour-cast free, the
only option is to buy a printer with two or three levels of grey (or ‘light black’) ink.
Specially-designed printer drivers can help you fine-tune the image before printing.
They also allow photographers to introduce Colour Toning effects. Epson’s Advanced
B&W driver gives users four Colour Toning options: neutral, cool, warm and sepia and
allows them to adjust the tone across five levels from light (the hardest) to darkest (the
softest).
Slide bars provide further adjustments for brightness, contrast, shadow and highlight
tonality and optical density (sharp or soft focus) and users can check the Highlight Point
Shift box to add a little more ink to white areas to enhance their appearance. Subtle
tonal adjustments can be made by moving the white cross about in the colour circle.
In all cases, the adjustments will be reflected in the sample image shown beside the
reference original in the dialog box.
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This illustration shows the Epson Advanced B&W driver, which
enables users to make subtle changes to the colour, brightness,
contrast and shadow tonality in B&W prints.
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NOW WITH
VIVID
MAGENTA

The Professional’s Professional
Introducing the Epson Stylus® Pro 3880 and Epson UltraChromeK3® Ink with
Vivid Magenta. Featuring a three black inkset, the Pro 3880 delivers outstanding tonal
range, especially in black and white prints. What’s more, the addition of Vivid Magenta
and Vivid Light Magenta expands the colour gamut, making it easier to reproduce
difﬁcult colours. So if you’re looking for exceptional tonal range, an ultra wide colour
gamut and durable photographic prints that last up to 406 years,* look no further
than the Epson Stylus® Pro 3880!
* For more information visit www.wilhelm-research.com
www.epson.com.au/prographics

Epson Stylus® Pro 3880

